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1 IntroductionUnderstanding the mechanisms underlying tissue damage in the ischemic penumbra is of paramountclinical importance: It may lead to new therapeutic measures that reduce evolving or progressingstroke, and the resulting post-infarct debilitation [1]. While considerable progress has been madein this area during recent years [2, 3, 4, 5], the mechanisms by which focal ischemia evolves intoinfarction and the factors which determine the ultimate extent of the infarct are still controversial[6, 7, 8, 9]. In this paper, we present a computational study of possible mechanisms that mayunderlie the spread of ischemic damage from the infarct core to the penumbra (peri-infarct) area.Our main interest is in the primary mechanisms that play a causal role in the activation of a cascadeof metabolic events that eventually leads to penumbra tissue death. Towards this goal, we shallpresent a set of theoretical predictions that, if tested experimentally, may help in delineating thepathological mechanism(s) that play a primary role in this highly important pathological state.There are twomain hypotheses concerning the primary causal mechanism underlying penumbraltissue death during an acute ischemic stroke. The �rst theory is that ischemic (penumbral) damageis caused by the progression of cortical spreading depression (CSD) waves. CSD is a wave ofreduced spontaneous electrical activity and biochemical changes that spreads across the cortex witha velocity of about 2 { 5 mm/min. It is characterized by transient reductions in EEG power, failureof neurons to respond to evoked potentials, negative extracellular DC potential shifts, and increasedextracellular potassium and L-glutamate [10]. Although occurring in the normally-perfused brain,CSD waves have also been found in ischemic tissue in various animal models of acute stroke,originating from the core of an infarct and progressing outwards into the penumbra (then alsocalled ischemic depolarizations) [11, 12, 2, 3, 13, 9, 7]. The movement of CSD waves across thecortex may be viewed as a reaction-di�usion process involving potassium ions in the extracellularcompartment [14, 15]. The reaction component increases extracellular K+ levels by leakage fromcells that have been necrotized or from intracellular K+ released by the depolarization of cells.The released K+ moves by di�usion out from the source in a radial fashion. Neurons and glialcells respond physiologically by increasing their Na/K-ATPase activity, which in turn reduces thelevels of extracellular K+. If the cells are compromised metabolically, this energy expenditure candeplete the energy reserves of the cells, generating a transient mismatch between energy suppliesand demand, resulting in transient episodes of tissue hypoxia and lactic acidosis [16, 17, 13, 18]. The1



ensuing gradual depletion of tissue ATP and high energy phosphate reserves following repetitiveCSD waves may eventually lead to peri-infarct tissue death, depending on their frequency andduration [18].The second hypothesis is that ischemic cell death is caused by neurotoxic mechanisms that oc-cur independently of CSD waves. A variety of such mechanisms have been proposed, including thegeneration of oxygen free radicals and nitric oxide, and the recruitment of leukocytes and initiationof apoptosis [1]. The most prominent suggestion, however, has focused on the pathological roleof glutamate excitotoxicity (GE), which may occur independent of the existence of CSD waves.The main mechanisms that underlie high extracellular glutamate levels in the penumbra includedepression of glutamate uptake processes due to energy de�ciency, reversal of transport systemsand cellular lysis (see [19] for a review). These mechanisms support the idea that glutamate neu-rotoxicity is a self-propagating process whose pathological e�ects are not curtailed by di�usionalrestrictions [20, 21]. In accordance with this concept, the increased glutamate levels originatingfrom the dying tissue in the center of the infarct core spread outwards due to the action of apositive feedback process involving both glutamate di�usion in the extracellular space and ongoingtissue death. That is, the slow rate of glutamate di�usion outwards into the penumbra is markedlyenhanced by the additional release of glutamate from cortical tissue damaged by glutamate exci-totoxic e�ects. Moreover, the long range spread of of glutamate toxicity may be further enhancedby quasi-syncytial properties of the glial network, via which toxic metabolites can be transferredthrough tight junctions [22]. During middle cerebral artery occlusion the levels of extracellularglutamate in the penumbra may increase 25-fold, and the magnitude of glutamate release duringischemia is positively correlated with infarct volume [23]. A similar correlation between blood andCSF levels of glutamate and infarct size was recently observed clinically in human patients [24].While both the CSD and glutamate excitotoxicity hypotheses involve self-propagating processes,they inherently di�er in the nature of self-propagation. The CSD hypothesis assumes that tissuedamage develops gradually due to the action of repetitive, relatively fast moving waves, that sweepacross the penumbra a few times during the ischemic period. These repetitive waves have a commonsource, always originating at the rim of the infarct zone and progressing outwards in a concentricmanner. In contrast, the GE hypothesis assumes that tissue damage develops due to the slowpropagation of a single wave-front of glutamate. Unlike in the CSD case, where after the passageof a wave potassium levels may return to almost normal levels, in the GE case the levels of gluta-2



mate in the regions traversed by the glutamate wavefront remain highly increased for a prolongedperiod of time. As we shall show, in appropriate situations these inherently distinct propagatingcharacteristics can result in signi�cantly di�erent patterns of ischemic damage. 1Which of these two competing hypotheses is likely to be the primary causal factor responsiblefor ischemic penumbral damage? On the one hand, there is growing evidence that CSD waves doindeed play an important role in the pathogenesis of penumbra tissue damage. First, the numberof waves traversing the penumbra has been found to strongly correlate with the extent of peri-infarct damage [3]. Second, recent di�usion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging studies haveprovided evidence that tissue damage propagation co-occurs with the passage of individual CSDwaves [25]. Moreover, the CSD hypothesis seems to provide a better explanation than the GEhypothesis for the therapeutic e�ects of NMDA antagonists in focal ischemia [19]. On the otherhand, however, there are several arguments that tend to favor the GE hypothesis over the CSDone. As noted by [26], the MRI �ndings of co-occurrence of tissue damage and CSD wave traversalmay not reect a real causal relationship between CSD waves and tissue damage, and may merelyconstitute an epiphenomenal manifestation of other underlying primary processes. That is, the CSDwaves occur as an indicator of the ongoing rapid bursts of tissue damage, and not as their cause.In addition, there is evidence for hypoxic neural damage in the absence of CSD depolarizations inhippocampal slices [27]. Finally, unequivocal measurements of ischemic CSDs in humans are stilllacking, although there is increasing evidence that CSD does occur in humans [28, 29]. Needless tosay, it may also be the case that both mechanisms take part in causing ischemic damage. In thelatter case, their respective relative importance should be determined.In a previous paper we have studied in isolation the role of CSD waves in ischemic stroke, withthe aid of a computational model [15]. We �rst veri�ed the consistency of the model's behaviorwith normoxic and ischemic experimental data concerning the velocity, duration and general pro�leof CSD waves. We then systematically investigated how various physiological parameters interactand inuence the ultimate amount of tissue damage for small, circular lesions. Following simulatedinfarction, our model displayed the linear relationship between �nal infarct size and the numberof CSD waves traversing the penumbra that has been reported experimentally, even though dam-1Glutamate has also been implicated in causing excitotoxic damage following the repeated occurrence of CSDwaves. It should be re-emphasized that our study is not about whether glutamate plays a pathogenic role in penumbraltissue damage, but about the question of whether the underlying causal mechanism is best described by a repetitivewave process, or by the slow progression of a single wave front of damage.3



age with each individual wave progresses non-linearly with time. It successfully reproduced theexperimental dependency of �nal infarct size on mid-penumbra cerebral blood ow and potassiumreuptake rates, and identi�ed a critical penumbra blood ow rate beyond which damage does notoccur. These results have provided support for the CSD hypothesis in stroke, and the model hasgenerated testable predictions meriting further experimental investigation. The present paper re-lies on this basic CSD model (so that our previous �ndings remain valid now), but extends themodel to include the description of GE processes, thus enabling us to address the causality issuedirectly, something that was not possible with our earlier version. Model extension is done in anincremental way, so that on all common variables the CSD and GE models' dynamical descriptionsare identical. This approach provides a natural common scaling to both models, and assures theircorrespondence with our previous results.2 MethodsThe main problems one encounters when trying to study complex biological events like ischemicstroke is the richness of these phenomena and the incompleteness of relevant data. The large numberof variables involved and their intricate and non-linear dependencies pose considerable di�culties.When constructing a formal model of such complex systems, these problems are further augmentedby implementation issues. As a model becomes increasingly realistic, more computational resourcesare required, and the di�culty of visualizing the multi-dimensional information and interpreting themodel's behavior increases dramatically. As a result, one needs to focus on a subset of key variables,and to determine convenient ways of tracing their temporal and spatial evolution. This approachwas adopted by us in [15], and is followed here too. Below we provide a high-level overview of themathematical model and its computational implementation. A more detailed technical descriptionof the model is given in the Appendix.In the model, the relations and interactions between the main variables of interest are expressedas a set of coupled di�erential equations. This formal model is implemented as a computer program,transforming the di�erential equations into a set of di�erence equations that are solved by numericalintegration. Solving these equations numerically enables one to trace the model's evolution in time,given initial conditions and parameter settings. 4



2.1 The CSD ModelThe model, �rst presented in [15], has been constructed according to two main guiding principles: toincorporate the presumed pathological role of CSD waves in the progression of peri-infarct damage,and to faithfully capture the basic characteristics of CSD waves in normoxic and ischemic tissue.The �rst guideline has determined the general structure of the model, i.e., its main variables andtheir mutual interactions; the model is speci�cally designed such that the propagation of CSD wavesthrough penumbra tissue with impaired blood supply can cause an accumulative metabolic energyshortage, that may lead to progressive tissue damage. The second principle has mainly guided thechoice of the model parameters, i.e., the strength of the interactions between the di�erent modelvariables.The model is based on a multi-dimensional set of non-linear di�erential equations that governthe temporal evolution of several key metabolic variables involved in CSD waves. Both the spatialstructure of the cerebral cortex and time are discretized. The cortex is represented as a two-dimensional array of elements, each of which represents a small volume of cortex. One corticalelement is 0.125 mm in length, and one time step corresponds to 13 msec [15]. Each corticalelement i has its own value for extracellular potassiumKi, reuptake Ri, metabolic storesMi, tissueintactness Ii, internal potassium stores Si, and cerebral blood ow Fi. All variables incorporatedinto the model are dimensionless and are calculated and presented on a scaled basis from 0 to 1,as quantitative data on the rates of change for many of the variables in the model is unavailable.The main ion involved in CSD waves is potassium. The extracellular potassium concentration(Ki) is modeled as a reaction-di�usion process governed by four terms: 1. A di�usion term whichreects the passive movement of potassium ions along their spatial concentration gradient. 2. Areaction term which models the regenerative processes that generates the CSD waves when Kivalues exceed a threshold level. 3. A reuptake term which represents the reuptake of extracellularpotassium by neuronal and glial Na/K-ATPase pumps; and 4. An infusion term reecting intracel-lular potassium release to the extracellular space as a result of breakdown of neuronal membranesin dying ischemic tissue. Potassium reuptake, Ri, is proportional to the levels of extracellular potas-sium, tissue intactness and metabolic stores, and includes a decay term which brings Na/K-ATPaseactivity back to its resting level when Ki values are restored.The levels of di�erent metabolic factors that are important in de�ning the tissue energy state5



(e.g., glucose and high energy phosphates) are combined together into a single variable Mi, themetabolic stores level. Their supply is proportional to the blood ow rate and tissue intactness,and their consumption is governed by the basal metabolic rate and reuptake demands. Cerebralblood ow (Fi) to a given cortical unit is modulated by that unit's metabolic stores and current levelof cerebral blood ow. The magnitude of the hemodynamic response varies along the penumbra;cortical areas located closer to the infarct core receive further reduced blood supply and havea more signi�cantly reduced hemodynamic response. Tissue intactness (Ii) denotes the fractionof cellular components that still remains viable. Tissue damage occurs in a cumulative fashionwhenever the energy stores of a cortical element fall below a threshold value, and the extent of thedamage is proportional to the extent and duration of the energy shortage. The tissue sensitivityto damage is modulated by the energy stress which the tissue undergoes, reecting a growingsusceptibility to damage of metabolically-comprised tissue. Finally, the rate of potassium e�usioninto the extracellular compartment is modulated by the level of intracellular potassium stores, Si.2.2 The GE ModelThe basic structure of the model (and its computer implementation) is similar to the CSD model.As above, the model is based on a multi-dimensional set of non-linear di�erential equations thatgovern the temporal evolution of several key metabolic variables, this time those that are involvedin GE. The cortex is represented as a discretized two-dimensional array of elements, each of whichrepresents a small volume of cortex. The model's parameters are tuned such that the overall rateof damage progression into the penumbra is similar to that observed in the CSD case, so that itstemporal and spatial scaling remain basically similar to that found in the CSD case. As in the CSDcase, each cortical element i has its own value for reuptake Ri, metabolic storesMi, tissue intactnessIi, and cerebral blood ow Fi. All variables are again dimensionless and are calculated and presentedon a scaled basis from 0 to 1. The variables describing potassium dynamics in the CSD model (Kiand Si) are replaced by variables describing the dynamics of glutamate and the correspondingexcitotoxic damage. To model a self-propagating process involving a toxic metabolite, each corticalelement i now has its own value of extracellular glutamate levels (Gi). As the cortical intactnesslevel (Ii) decreases below a threshold level, glutamate is released from its intracellular stores (Hi).The rest of the variables and their dynamics remain identical to the CSD model described above.The propagation of tissue damage in the GE model occurs as a result of leakage of glutamate6



from dying, lesioned, tissue. Due to the impoverished energy stores and reduced glutamate uptakein the penumbra, elevated extracellular glutamate levels di�use locally, causing further excitotoxicdamage in adjacent tissue cells. Thus, an outward gradual spread of self-propagating excitotoxictissue damage is induced. These processes are modeled in a straightforwardmanner (see Appendix).Extracellular glutamate levels Gi increase as a result of glutamate e�usion from intracellular storesin damaged cortical tissue (the self-propagation term), and propagate through di�usion along thecortical grid. In turn, the rise of extracellular glutamate levels above a certain threshold level causesexcitotoxic tissue damage. Finally, glutamate leakage out of damaged cells drains the intracellularstores (Hi), and ceases when these stores are completely depleted.2.3 The Simulated Lesioning ExperimentsTo reiterate, the main goal of this work is to simulate cortical lesions with speci�c geometricalshapes in the center of the ischemic region, and to study the resulting patterns of penumbral tissuedamage. To this end, in both the CSD and GE simulations, the cortical lesion is modeled bysetting the tissue intactness at the center of the model cortex to zero (i.e., complete tissue death),according to the geometrical form of the simulated lesion (see Results Section). In addition, apenumbra gradient of cerebral blood ow is simulated. This gradient is modeled by linearly raisingthe blood ow from zero at the cortical elements in the center of the cortical grid to normal restinglevels at the outermost elements of the penumbra. The radius of the penumbra in all the simulationsis 35 cortical units.Two kinds of lesions are simulated; V-shaped lesions whose vertex lies in the center of the cortex(see Figure 1), and ring-shaped lesions that surround the center of the penumbra at some distancefrom it. The length of each side of the V-lesion is 27 cortical units, and the width of each side is 10units. The ring lesions were placed at distance of 20 units from the center of the penumbra, andtheir width was 4 units.The simulations are stopped after damage has ceased to spread. This typically occurred aftera computational time frame that is the equivalent of almost two hours in experimental animals.2.4 Computer ImplementationThe formal model described above and in detail in the Appendix has been implemented as a Cprogram that runs under Unix. An Euler numerical integration method is used, and key results7



have been veri�ed using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. In all simulations, the cerebralcortex is represented as a two dimensional sheet of cortical units (without modeling individualcellular components), each 0.125 mm wide, arranged in a hexagonal tessellation. The size of thetwo-dimensional array used in this paper is 100 x 100 elements (� 1.2 cm per dimension).To trace and visualize the behavior of the model, we generated two dimensional maps of thevalues of speci�c variables on the simulated cortex at a given moment. These maps can be displayedin a consecutive manner, providing an animated trace of the temporal evolution of these variables.In addition, some global quantities have been traced, such as the cumulative amount of tissuedamage and the number of propagating CSD waves. The software required to run all of thesimulations described in this paper, including the setting of all parameter values, is located at thehttp://www.cs.umd.edu/�goodall/causality.html website.3 ResultsTwo scenarios are simulated. In the �rst, CSD waves are assumed to play the main pathogenicrole; the dying tissue releases large amounts of potassium ions into the extracellular space, whichin turn generate CSD waves that propagate outwards along the cortex, and cause further tissuedamage. In the second, a GE di�usion-based self-propagating process is initiated, due to a largerise of extracellular glutamate that causes excitotoxic damage.With many infarct lesions (e.g., roughly circular ones, like those observed in standard ischemicocclusion experiments), the resulting patterns of penumbra tissue damage are almost identical forboth the GE and CSD cases. We therefore focused our research e�orts on cortical lesions of twoparticular shapes that potentially promised to generate distinct patterns of damage, depending onthe underlying pathogenic mechanism (CSD versus GE).3.1 Di�erentiating CSD and GE Related Damage: A V-shaped LesionIn the �rst experiment, we superimposed a V-shaped infarct lesion on the center of an ischemicregion with reduced blood supply (see Figure 1). In the lesion region tissue intactness is clampedto zero to model cell death from mechanisms other than reduced blood supply (e.g., resulting fromphoto-infarction, or from topical application of toxic metabolites). The lesion is placed in thepenumbra region such that the tip of the V-lesion lies in the center of the penumbra, which isalso the center of each sub�gure in Figures 1 and 3. The combined pathology of tissue death and8



reduced blood supply (but not tissue death alone) results in a cascade of metabolic events thatgradually causes damage to spread into the penumbra beyond its initial V-shaped borders.The distinct patterns of tissue damage observed in these simulations following CSD or GEpathogenic mechanisms are shown in Figure 1. The damage in the GE case (e-h) follows thecontours of the V lesion as it progresses. In the CSD case (a-d) the damage initially progressesmore in the outward (left) region of the V lesion, but eventually it adopts an almost symmetricalshape around the center of the ischemic region. The parameters of the GE model are chosen suchthat the rate of damage progression in the GE case is of the same order as in the CSD case. Inboth cases, the rate of damage spread and its time course (a few mms in about two-three hours) isin the same order of magnitude of that observed experimentally.This computational experiment builds on the di�erent generation and propagation characteris-tics of CSD versus GE mechanisms: CSD waves are generated when extracellular potassium levelsincrease above a threshold value. Since these levels are highest in the center of the penumbra (asreuptake is there the lowest), waves are �rst generated in this region, which hence becomes thedriving, `pace-maker' focus of the waves, as shown in Figure 2(a-d). The damage is caused in anaccumulative manner, only after a few waves traverse the damaged region. These factors result inthe formation of a fairly symmetric, circular propagating front around the lesion. GE spread, incontrast, depends on the propagation of a single glutamate wave front, that is generated simulta-neously all along the lesion borders, and hence more faithfully preserves the shape of the initiallesion (e-h).3.2 Blocking Tissue Damage Spread: A Ring-shaped LesionIn the second experiment, we cut o� the blood supply to the center of the simulated cortex, andimpose a centrally-symmetric gradient of penumbral blood supply. We then simulate a ring-likelesion of dead cortical tissue by clamping the tissue intactness to zero in the ring lesion surroundingthe ischemic core. As shown in Figure 3, while the damage spreads beyond the ring lesion in theGE case, its outwards spread into the cortical tissue is completely blocked if CSD waves are thedominant pathogenic mechanism.This result shows that the propagation of CSD waves (and the accompanying damage) is moresensitive to dying tissue barriers than the spread of GE-related damage. The critical di�erence inthe dynamics of CSD versus GE mechanisms underlying this phenomenon is that CSD propagation9



heavily depends on the existence of viable cortical tissue; only viable tissue is capable of generatingthe `reactivation' positive feedback loop required for the sharp rise of extracellular potassium thatgenerates the CSD wave. In contrast, GE propagation arises mainly from the the leakage ofglutamate to the extracellular space from the dying lesion area, that initiates a self-propagatingloop of glutamate di�usion and tissue damage. That is, in contrast to CSD propagation, GE spread,is essentially independent of tissue intactness, and can more readily traverse damaged tissue regions.The di�erent propagation pro�les of potassium and glutamate underlying the damage pro�lesdepicted in the previous Figure, i.e., following a ring lesion placed in the penumbra, can be observedin Figure 4. The �rst CSD wave is initially generated at the site of the ring-shaped lesion, fromwhere it spreads both inwards and outwards (see Figure 4a). However, this isolated CSD wave is notfollowed by any other CSD waves that originate from the ring lesion since potassium leakage fromthe damaged ring tissue dies out fairly quickly. Subsequent CSD waves emerge from the centralcore of dying ischemic tissue (c), but their propagation is blocked by the external ring lesion (b andd). In contrast, in the GE case (Figure 4, e-h), the damage is due to the gradual propagation ofglutamate from dying cortical tissue in both the ring lesion and the infarct growing at the center ofthe penumbra. The ring lesion plays a dominant role in determining the resulting tissue damage,which spreads both inwards and outwards of the ring. 2To study the possible therapeutic implications of these �ndings, we tested the possibility ofblocking the spread of CSD waves (and the corresponding damage) by generating a functionalring-shaped lesion surrounding the infarct core. That is, instead of having a ring of dead tissue, wealtered parameters that characterize the functional status of the tissue in the ring region only, whilekeeping the cortical tissue in the ring region undamaged. We focused on two parameters that werefound to play a key role in the propagation of CSD waves [15]: the parameter governing the rateof potassium \reaction" (cKA, see Appendix), and the parameter governing the rate of potassiumreuptake (cKK). We �nd that the propagation of CSD waves beyond the functionally impairedring area may be successfully blocked as long as the parameters mentioned above are kept below30% of their original values. In contrast, we �nd that in the GE model the damage progressesbeyond the ring lesion even if its width is signi�cantly increased (to 10 units). Our simulations2Note that the slow release rate of glutamate from the dying tissue compared with that of potassium is not asuperuous result of an arbitrary parameter setting. It arises from a fundamental constraint on the model construc-tion; obtaining similar extent of damage spread into the penumbra after equal infarct time periods (or, alternativelyviewed, reecting the much slower propagation velocity of glutamate versus CSD waves).10



show that the dysfunctional ring e�ectively blocks CSD propagation even if it is very close to theinfarct core itself. However, we �nd that to e�ectively prevent the spread of damage, the ring regionmust be almost completely intact. That is, any gaps in the ring's continuity sharply decrease itsprotective potential. The resulting patterns of tissue damage with a functional ring-shaped lesionare essentially similar to those shown in Figure 3.4 DiscussionThe computational study presented in this paper has yielded two sets of predictions whose experi-mental testing may help delineate the prime pathological mechanism underlying penumbra tissuedamage progression.� We have examined the patterns of tissue damage that ensue when a V-shaped lesion is inducedin a region of restricted blood supply. The resulting patterns are qualitatively di�erentdepending on whether the underlying pathogenic mechanism is CSD or GE dependent. Inthe CSD case, the patterns are essentially radially symmetrical, while in the GE case theypreserve the V-shape of the original lesion. This di�erence is a fundamental one, arising fromtheir distinct propagation characteristics.� When the center of the penumbra region is surrounded by a ring-like lesion of dead tissuewe �nd that, again, there is an inherent di�erence between the two mechanisms: CSD wavescannot pass such a barrier, while tissue damage caused by a GE mechanism does propa-gate outwards beyond the ring lesion. This di�erence is a robust and fundamental �nding;GE-related damage continues to spread beyond the ring lesion even if the latter's width issigni�cantly increased. Moreover, CSD waves do not propagate beyond the ring region evenif it is not composed of dead tissue, but is only functionally compromised by reducing potas-sium reuptake or the potassium \reaction" feedback loop resulting in its sharp rise at theCSD wave front.We �nd that the propagation of CSD waves can be blocked not only by inducing a `protec-tive' ring-like infarct, but also by altering the functional integrity of the tissue. The reduction ofpotassium reuptake models in a simpli�ed manner the possible e�ects of partial blockade of Na/Kpumps. Hence, perhaps surprisingly, our results suggest that the targeted delivery of ATPase block-ers into a circumferential area surrounding the infarct core may help restrict the potential spread11



of tissue damage. The reduction of the \reaction" term in the model has a less straightforwardinterpretation. It reects a reduction in the magnitude of the positive feedback loop between mem-brane depolarization and potassium e�usion that underlies the sharp rise of extracellular potassiumduring the passage of the CSD wave. Hence, therapeutic measures aimed at decreasing the conduc-tance of voltage-dependent potassium channels, or at blocking calcium channels, may have promisein decreasing penumbral damage. It is hoped that in the future means for selectively targetingthe penumbra regions with such therapeutic measures may be developed, without using invasiveprocedures that may be extremely hazardous in patients after acute, focal, stroke.While it is possible to think that one mechanism is the primary causal one, in reality, it mayalso be the case that both CSD and GE play a joint causal role in the pathogenesis of penumbradamage. How then can one decipher their relative importance? In this paper, we present the �rstattempt to harness computational modeling to help advance an answer to this quandary. Beinglimited to the \computational drawing board", this kind of investigation cannot provide a de�nitiveanswer on its own. However, future experimental feedback addressing the predictions put forwardherewith may help clarify the pathogenic factors underlying ischemic damage. Such Experimentalstudies can describe the patterns of damage that are observed when lesioning experiments of the thekind studied here are actually carried out in vivo. Since it is likely that in reality both mechanismsact in concert, at least to some degree, it may well be that these patterns may di�er from thosepredicted in this paper. In this case, one can then re-use the computational model and simulationtools described in this work (available via our website) to learn more about the relative weightsof CSD and GE mechanisms. To this end, the two mechanisms simulated here can be combinedtogether into a uni�ed model. Rerunning the combined model and searching for the best �t withthe experimentally observed data can reveal the correct weighting.In summary, the causal role of CSD waves and glutamate excitotoxicity in ischemic damage iscurrently still an open and important question [30]. This paper makes explicit predictions about thepatterns of ischemic damage following acute focal ischemic stroke. The experimental study of thesepredictions may be feasible in the future (e.g., by using photo-infarction techniques [31, 32]), andmay provide a clue to answering this question, by revealing the dominant pathogenic mechanismsunderlying penumbral tissue damage. In reality, of course, both CSD and GE mechanisms mayplay a pathogenic role. Observing the actual experimental patterns of damage and comparing themto the `canonical set' produced here may tell us about the relative weights of each mechanism in12
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[31] R. Domann, G. Hagemann, M. Kraemer, H.J. Fruend, and O.W. White. Electrophysiologicalchanges in the surrounding brain tissue of photochemically induced cortical infarcts in the rat.Neuroscience Letters, 155:69{72, 1993.[32] L. Montalbetti, A. Rozza, V. Rizzo, L. Favalli, C. Scavini, E. Lanza, F. Savoldi, G. Racagni,and R. Scelsi. Aminoacid recovery via microdialysis and photoinduced focal cerebral ischemiain brain cortex of rats. Neuroscience Letters, 192:153{156, 1995.[33] B. Grafstein. Locus of propagation of spreading cortical depression. Journal of Neurophysiol-ogy, 19:308{315, 1956.[34] B. Grafstein. Mechanism of spreading cortical depression. Journal of Neurophysiology, 19:154{171, 1956.[35] J. Bures, O. Buresova, and J. Krivanek. The Mechanism and Application of Leao's SpreadingDepression of Electroencephalographic Activity, chapter 1. Academic Press, Inc, 1974.Appendix: Formal Model DescriptionIn the following equations, variables are denoted by a single capital letter (e.g., K, R), constantparameters by subscripts to the variables' names (e.g., Krest, M�), and multiplicative constantsbegin with a lower case \c" which is subscripted by two capital letters, both of which are usuallynames of variables. The �rst letter is the name of the variable whose equation contains this constant,and the second letter is usually the name of a variable that the constant modulates (e.g., cKS is theconstant associated with the e�ect on the external potassium K of the internal potassium storesS). Numerical values for all parameters used in the simulations presented in this paper are listedin Table 3 at the end of this appendix.Both the spatial structure of the cerebral cortex and time are discretized. The cortex is repre-sented as a two-dimensional array of elements, each of which represents a small volume of cortex.A hexagonal tessellation of the cortex is assumed, so each element has six immediately adjacentneighbor elements. A1: The CSD Model16



Each cortical element i has its own value for extracellular potassiumKi, reuptake Ri, metabolicstoresMi, persistent impairment Pi, intactness Ii, internal potassium stores Si, and cerebral bloodow Fi, governed by the equations below.The rate of change of extracellular potassium concentration Ki(t) of element i at time t isgoverned by the reaction-di�usion equation@Ki@t = cKA(Ki�Krest)(Ki�K�)(Ki�Kmax)(Ki+0:1)Ii+cKS(Si�Ii)(Kmax�Ki)�cKKKiRi+cKDr2Ki(1)where cKA < 0;Krest; K�; Kmax; cKS; cKD > 0; Kinf � 0 are constants. Initially, Ki = Krest for allelements. The �rst term, the reaction term, meets the following requirements: homeostatic main-tenance of resting extracellular potassium level Krest (approx. 3 mM in the cortex), a thresholdK� > Krest beyond which elevated Ki triggers explosive subsequent growth in Ki, and a ceilingKmax > K� above which Ki does not rise. As these dynamics require normal mechanisms opera-tive in undamaged tissue, this term is multiplied by the level of cortical intactness, Ii. The secondterm represents the pathological leakage of intracellular potassium into the extracellular space indamaged, infarcted tissue. It is a function of the levels of intracellular potassium stores Si, tissueintactness Ii, and extracellular potassium. The third term reects reuptake of potassium. Thefourth term represents di�usion of K+ through the cortex, where cKD is the potassium di�usioncoe�cient and r2 is the Laplacian operator. In order to implement the discrete form of the Lapla-cian operator, we multiplied the extracellular Ki level for element i by the number of neighboringelements and subtracted from this value the sum of the extracellular K values of these neighbors.The rate of potassium reuptake, Ri, reecting the functioning of membrane bound Na/K pumps,is modeled by dRidt = cRK(P� � Pi)IiMi(Ki �Krest)� cRR(Kmax �Ki + cR)Ri (2)The �rst term reects reuptake proportional to the levels of partial impairment, tissue intactness,and extracellular potassium and the second is a decay term, which contains extracellular potassium-dependent and independent components. The initial value of Ri is 0.The metabolic stores that determine the energy status of the tissue, such as glucose, and thehigh energy phosphate pool, are grouped together in a single variable Mi, and are governed bydMidt = cMFFiIi(P� � Pi)(Mt �Mi)� (cMRRi + cMM)Mi (3)17



where cMF ;Mt; cMR; cMM > 0 are constants. Mt is the equilibrium level of metabolic stores. cMMis the basal level of energy expenditure. Initially,Mi starts atMrest. The �rst term in equation (3)is a supply term, proportional to blood ow and tissue intactness levels, and inversely related tometabolic stores production rate. Pi is the partial impairment of element i, and the addition ofthe factor (P� � Pi) to the supply term incorporates the reduced ability of an impaired element toextract metabolic building blocks from the blood. The second term represent the metabolic loadimposed by potassium reuptake and the basic metabolic rate.The partial impairment variable Pi represents stresses on element i that compromise its integrity,such as decreased pH, increase in intracellularCa2+, etc. When the metabolic storesMi drop belowthe partial impairment threshold (M�), the partial impairment for cortical element i increases inproportion to the magnitude of the di�erence between M� and Mi.dPidt = cPP (M� �Mi)Ii (4)where cPP > 0 is a constant. Pi remains unchanged when Mi > M�, and the initial value for Pi is0. Penumbra cerebral blood ow is regulated bydFidt = cFM(Mrest �Mi)(Fmax � Fi)Ii + cFF (Fmax=2� Fi) (5)where cFM ;Mrest; Fmax; cFF > 0 are constants and cFM > cFF . Mrest is the initial metabolic storeslevel, Fmax is the absolute ceiling for the blood ow rate and Fmax=2 is the equilibrium rate ofblood ow in normal tissue. Initially, Fi is Fmax=2. The �rst term in (5) represents the dependencyof blood supply on the status of the metabolic stores and current blood ow levels. The secondterm self-regulates blood ow towards its basal rate.Variable Ii is an indicator of the intactness of element i, identifying the fraction of the elementthat is undamaged. Damage, which is assumed irreversible, occurs only below a critical metabolicthreshold level Mi < (P� + Pi), and is proportional to this energy de�ciency,dIidt = cII(Mi � (P� + Pi))Ii (6)where cII ; P� > 0 are constants. Ii remains unchanged when Mi � (P�+Pi), and initially, Ii is 1.0.This threshold for tissue intactness is directly dependent on the persistent impairment Pi.18



The leakage of potassium from intracellular to the extracellular space occurs when the intactnessfor a given cortical element, Ii, begins to drop. This formulation is expressed in the followingequation, dSidt = cSS(Ii � Si) (7)where cSS > 0 is a constant. Initially, Si starts at 1.0.Boundary conditions are set along the edges of the simulated cortex. The results are similar withleakage and sealed-end boundary conditions. In both cases, when CSD waves reach the edge of thesimulated cortex, they dissipate immediately. This is consistent with numerous reports [33, 34, 35]indicating that CSD waves do not propagate across sulci. Since we have not included sulci in thepresent version of the model, these boundary conditions provide a functional equivalence to sulciwith respect to CSD wave propagation properties.The real-world equivalence of the duration and velocity of CSD waves can be calculated in astraight forward manner [15], yielding 0:125 mm as the cell scale and 13 msec (2:167 � 10�4 min)as the tick scale, the program time-step.A2: The GE ModelThe basic structure of the model (and its computer implementation) is similar to the CSDmodel. The cortex is represented as a two-dimensional array of elements, and both the spatialstructure of the cerebral cortex and time are discretized. Boundary conditions are set as before.To model a self-propagating process of a toxic metabolite, each cortical element i now has its ownvalue of extracellular glutamate levels (Gi). As the cortical intactness level (Ii) decreases below athreshold level, glutamate is released from its intracellular stores (Hi). All equations are similar tothe CSD case, except for three changes:1. Equation (1) governing extracellular potassium levels is now replaced by an equation gov-erning extracellular glutamate levels. Instead of this former reaction-di�usion equation describingpotassium-carried CSD waves we now have the following self-propagation equation@Gi@t = cGS(Si � Ii)(Gmax � Gi) + cGDr2Gi (8)Extracellular glutamate stores are hence composed of two terms. The �rst denotes the leakage ofglutamate out of damaged tissue (the self-propagation term), and the second denotes glutamatedi�usion. 19



2. Tissue damage is now caused not directly as a function of metabolic de�ciency (previouslydescribed in Equation (6), but due to the rise of extracellular glutamate levels beyond an excito-toxicity threshold I� , dIidt = �cII(Gi � I�) (9)where cII > 0 is a constant. In parallel to the CSD case, Ii remains unchanged when Gi � I�, andinitially, Ii is 1.0.3. Finally, glutamate leakage out of damaged tissue cells drains the intracellular stores, inaccordance with dHidt = cHH(Ii �Hi) (10)where cHH > 0 is a constant. Initially, Hi starts at 1.0.A3: Parameter values for both CSD and GE models
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CSD Waves Di�usion(a) (e)
(b) (f)
(c) (g)
(d) (h)

Figure 1: Propagation of penumbral tissue damage coupled with a V-shaped cortical lesion. TheCSD case (a-d) is plotted in the left column, and GE case (e-h) in the right column. The four�gures in each column show the level of damage at four `snapshots'; initially, after 40 minutes oflesioning and reduced blood supply, after 80 minutes, and �nally, after 2 hours, where the damagestabilizes and does not progress further. The �gures' gray scale denotes tissue viability levels; whitedenotes completely viable tissue, while completely black color denotes dead cortical tissue. Eachof the snapshot �gures displays the whole simulated cortex (with a radius of 50 units), so that thesimulated penumbra (with radius of 35 units) captures two-third of the distance outwards from thecenter of the display. This relation between the penumbra and simulated cortex dimensions holdstrue also in the rest of the �gures shown in this paper.21
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Figure 2: Propagation of potassium CSD waves (a-d) and glutamate (e-h) induced by a V-shapedcortical lesion. The four �gures in each column show the levels of potassium and glutamate cor-respondingly in the simulated cortex at the same four `snapshots' as in Figure 1. The white colornow denotes regions of high levels of potassium (a-d) and glutamate (e-h). The propagation of afew CSD waves is depicted. 22
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Figure 3: Blockade of the spread of penumbral tissue damage by a ring-shaped lesion. The CSDcase (a-d) is plotted in the left column, and GE case (e-h) in the right column. As in Figure 1, thefour �gures in each column show the level of damage at four `snapshots' at similar time intervals.Gray scale is similar to Figure 1. 23
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Figure 4: Propagation of potassium CSD waves (a-d) and glutamate (e-h) induced by a ring corticallesion. Gray scale as in Figure 2. The four �gures in each column show the levels of potassiumand glutamate correspondingly in the simulated cortex at the same four time intervals. As evident,potassium spread is completely con�ned to the region inwards to the ring (except for the �rst CSDwave depicted in (a)). However, glutamate gradually spreads much beyond the region enclosed bythe ring lesion (f-h). 24



Parameter CSD Simulations GE SimulationsKrest 0.03K� 0.20Kmax 1.0cKD 0.005cKS 0.0035cKA -0.3Rmax 1.00 1.0cRR 0.0006 0.0006cRK 0.00033 0.00033Mrest 1.00 1.00M� 0.50 0.50P� 0.30 0.30Mmax 1.00 1.00cMF 0.0667 0.0667cMM 0.00025 0.00025cMR 0.30 0.30Mt 1 + 2Mrest � cMM=cMF 1+2Mrest � cMM=cMFcPP 0.00015 0.00015Fmax 1.00 1.00cFM 5.00 5.00cFF 0.45 0.45cR 0.5 0.5cSS 0.0001 0.0001Ki 0.03 (Krest)Ri 0.00 0.00Mi 1.0 (Mrest) 1.0 (Mrest)Pi 0.0 0.0Fi Graded[0{0.5] Graded[0{0.5]Ii 1.0 1.0Si 1.0 1.0cII 0.001 0.001cGS 0.0035cGD 0.005Gmax 1.0I� 0.04cHH 0.000125


